Abstract DNA polymerase (pol)  is a specialized error-prone polymerase with at least two quite different and contrasting cellular roles: to mitigate the genetic consequences of solar UV irradiation, and promote somatic hypermutation in the variable regions of immunoglobulin genes. Misregulation and mistargeting of pol  can compromise genome integrity. We explored whether the mutational signature of pol  could be found in datasets of human somatic mutations derived from normal and cancer cells. A substantial excess of single and tandem somatic mutations within known pol  mutable motifs was noted in skin cancer as well as in many other types of human cancer, suggesting that somatic mutations in A:T bases generated by DNA polymerase  are a common feature of tumorigenesis.
Introduction
The etiology of cancer lies in changes of genetic programming within the cell. Over the last decade, advances in sequencing technologies have potentiated the sequencing of whole genomes of both liquid and solid cancers (as well as individual tumor cells) giving birth to the new field of cancer genomics. One of the most significant discoveries has been that cancer genomes differ from the genomes of normal cells in their immediate vicinity in terms of thousands of newly acquired cancerdriving and passenger mutations [1] [2] [3] , in perfect accordance to utato theo of a e 4, 5 . Multiple mutagenic processes, instigated by hereditary defects, or driven by intrinsic and environmental utage s, o t i ute to this ge eti ollapse that ha ges the ide tit of ells [6] [7] [8] . The spectrum of genetic changes includes point mutations and other micro-lesions, chromosomal rearrangements and copy number changes that can be characteristic of both cancer and tissue type. For example, different types of tumor differ strikingly between mouse strains with defective exonucleases of pol  versus pol  9 or when different members of APOBEC family are expressed, such as activation-induced deaminase AID (predominantly liquid tumors) versus APOBEC3B (breast and other solid tumors) in humans [10] [11] [12] .
The hereditary lack of mismatch repair and/or exonuclease activity of replicative DNA pols predispose to colorectal cancer [13] [14] [15] ; abnormal DNA double strand break repair leads to an increase in incidence of breast and ovarian cancer 16 ; sunlight and defective pol  cause skin cancer 17 .
Normal somatic cells also acquire mutations induced by the abovementioned plethora of factors du i g a i di idual s life ti e, al eit at lo e ates tha i tu o s. Fo i sta e, o pa iso of the mutational burden in skin fibroblasts from forearm and hip from the same donors, revealed that the UVinduced (primarily C:G > T:A and CC:GG > TT:AA changes) and endogenous mutation rates per year in exposed skin were more than two-fold higher than that in unexposed areas 18 . This is in accord with previous studies of somatic mutations in sun-exposed skin 19, 20 . Cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and photoproducts are the two major classes of lesion generated in DNA by UVB and UVC irradiation. Bypass of UV-induced photoproducts at TT tandem bases by the yeast and human translesion pol  (a member of the Y family of specialized DNA polymerases) is relatively accurate; this polymerase inserts the complementary AA nucleotides into the newly synthesized DNA in more than 99% of bypass events (measured using steady-state kinetic assays), thereby bypassing the lesion and suppressing the mutagenic effect of UV-induced DNA damage 21 .
DNA pol  copies undamaged DNA with a lower fidelity than most DNA-directed polymerases with an average base-substitution error rate of 3.5 x 10 -2 [22] [23] [24] . Germline mutations in the gene (POLH)
encoding DNA pol  result in XPV, a variant type of xeroderma pigmentosum 25 . Analysis of somatic mutations has suggested that transcription-coupled repair systems and DNA pol  are involved in the control of generation of somatic mutations in normal skin cells 18, 20 . It has also ee oted that the pol  utatio al sig atu e "ig atu e 9; http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic/signatures) occurs in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and malignant B-cell lymphoma genomes 6, 26, 27 . Signature 9 is characterized by a patte of utatio s that has ee att i uted to pol η see the Discussion section for details) recruited for the repair of DNA damaged by AID during somatic hypermutation in immunoglobulin genes [28] [29] [30] . The mutable motif of pol , the short motif WA/TW (W=A or T) was delineated in the context of somatic hypermutations and in vitro systems , . We dete ted this sig atu e i folli ula l pho as, ut o l sig ifi a t i UT' egio s {'ogozi ,
. A recent study suggested that pol  may cause somatic mutations in lymphoid cells 31 ; most of the characteristic clustered mutations were found in promoters, as with AID-initiated somatic hypermutation. In solid tumors, however, somatic mutations are likely to be associated with the other factors, including exogenous exposures, UV radiation or alcohol consumption 31 .
In this paper, we have studied the possible involvement of pol  in the generation of somatic mutations in skin cancer, other cancers and in normal cells. A highly significant correlation between pol  mutable motifs and somatic mutations in skin cancer cells was found. However, this correlation was not observed in normal skin samples. In addition to this, we also found traces of pol  mutagenesis in various other cancers. Taken together with the results of expression analysis, our study suggests the widespread participation of pol  in mutagenesis in cancer cells.
Results

Analysis of single and tandem somatic mutations found in normal skin samples
The starting point of our study was an analysis of single and tandem mutations in normal skin samples because of the known role of various DNA pols in the generation of somatic mutations in vigorously proliferating and exposed to environmental insults normal skin cells 9, 18, 20 . The majority of tandem double mutations are likely to be caused by the bypass of UV photoproducts formed between two pyrimidine residues, which is expected to be a significant feature of the mutational signature of pol Single mutations demonstrated a different propensity: the most frequently mutated are CG dinucleotides ( Figure 1 ). It is well known that the motif YCG/CGR is hypermutated in human normal and cancer skin cells 18, 35 . CC dinucleotides were also found to be highly mutable although the frequency of mutation was lower than for CG dinucleotides ( Figure 1 ). The third highest ranked mutable dinucleotide was TC/GA. If we assume that pol  is responsible for the inaccurate bypass of dimers in CC, TC and CT dinucleotides, one would expect there to be an excess of single mutations in TC and CT dinucleotides (T is processed correctly and mutations arise while synthesizing past C nucleotides). We analyzed the excess of single mutations in TC/GA and CT/AG (positions of studied mutations are underlined).
Examination of the DNA sequence context of mutations in these motifs showed that there was indeed a significant excess of substitutions ( Table 1 ). The analysis was performed as described previously 36 . In brief, we calculated the excess of mutations in specific motifs using the ratio Fm/Fs, where Fm is the fraction of mutations observed in the particular motif, and Fs is the frequency of the motif in the respective DNA neighborhood (defined as a 120 bp DNA sequence window). A 1.2-fold excess of mutations (defined as described in Materials and Methods) in TC/GA and CT/AG dinucleotides was detected (Table 1) . By contrast, there was no association between mutations and the WA/TW motif, associated with predominant errors of pol  when copying undamaged DNA 23, 29 , indicating that pol  is unlikely to be involved in mutagenesis at undamaged DNA sites in normal skin cells (Table 1) .
Analysis of somatic mutations in skin cancer samples
Analysis of skin cancer cells strongly suggested that somatic mutations overlap with mutable motifs expected as a consequence of the error-prone bypass of photoproducts (TC/GA and CT/AG motifs) and the synthesis of undamaged DNA (WA/TW motifs) ( Table 1) . We also performed an analysis of two skin cancer subtypes with the highest representation in the COSMIC data set (see Materials and Methods), skin cutaneous melanoma and skin adenocarcinoma. A substantial (and significant) excess of somatic mutations for the both mutable motifs was found for skin cutaneous melanoma (Table 1) where the frequency of UV photoproducts is expected to be high. However, no such excess was found for skin adenocarcinoma (Table 1) , consistent with the fact that adenocarcinoma initiates in the glandular cells that are located deep inside or even under skin tissues, where no elevated frequency of UV photoproducts and mutations caused by DNA pol  in pyrimidine dinucleotides is to be expected.
Analysis of somatic mutations in cancers other than skin
Previously, we found a signature of pol  (WA/TW) in follicular lymphoma which was significant o l i UT' egio s P-value = 0.01) 36 . Thus, it was suggested that a somatic mutational process . This is one example of how a single mutation hotspot (in this case resulting from a translocation) is able to skew the results of the whole exome analysis, yielding misleading results.
Such discrepancies in results before and after elimination of somatic mutations associated with
translocation events prompted us to analyze the pol  mutable motifs in different (sub)types of cancer.
We did not find any significant excess of somatic mutations in WA/TW motifs in all types of blood cancer merged together (Table 2) . However, we did find such an excess in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and GCB lymphomas (subtypes of blood cancer) ( Table 2) , whereas no significant excess was found for acute myeloid leukemia (Table 2 ). This suggests that pol  may be mutagenic only in some types of blood cancer, consistent with the results of previous studies 39 .
We found a significant excess of somatic mutations in WA/TW motifs in 11 out of 14 solid tumors from various tissue types (Table 2 ). Frequent tandem mutations are known to be an intrinsic property of DNA pol  when copying undamaged DNA and they have the same context specificity as single mutations 23 . Although tandem mutations occur much less frequently, we nevertheless found a significant excess of tandem mutations in the WA/TW context in 3 out of 8 cancer types (Table 3) . A significant excess of tandem mutations in lung cancer (Table 3) appears to contradict the absence of any association between single somatic mutations and the WA/TW context ( Table 2 ). This may result from greater sensitivity of the tandem mutation analysis or from differential representation of lung cancer subtypes in datasets of single and tandem mutations. To test the latter possibility, we performed an analysis of single mutations in two non-small cell lung cancer subtypes with the highest representation in the COSMIC data set, squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. No significant association between mutations and the WA/TW context was found in lung adenocarcinoma, whereas a significant excess (1.3, P = 0.0005) of somatic mutations in the WA/TW context was found for lung squamous cell carcinoma suggesting that DNA pol  may be involved in mutagenesis in some lung cancer subtypes but not others. It should be noted that many (although not all) lung cancers are associated with cigarette smoking and exposure to a wide variety of exogenous mutagens, any of which could influence the observed mutational spectrum [6] [7] [8] 41 .
Previously, we studied the role of AID in various cancer types and found the AID mutational signature to be prevalent in many types of human cancer, suggesting that AID-mediated, CpG methylation-dependent mutagenesis is a common feature of tumorigenesis 36 . AID and DNA pol η a e the two principal mutators involved in the somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes that are coupled in the hypermutation machinery: AID is involved in the initiation of somatic hypermutation by massive cytosine deamination, whereas DNA pol η i i ol ed i e o -prone repair of DNA with the resulting lesions [28] [29] [30] 42 . We proposed to analyze the possible connection between these two enzymes in various cancer types using the excess of mutations in mutable motifs as independent variables. We found a negative correlation (CC = -0.44) between these two variables ( Figure 2 ) which suggested that AID and DNA pol η a e even decoupled in cancer-related mutagenesis (though the observed negative correlation is marginally significant, P = 0.044, one-tailed test).
Analysis of somatic mutations in various normal tissues and expression analysis of Pol 
As a control, we examined the context of somatic mutations in various normal tissues 43 and did not find any significant excess of WA/TW mutable motifs (Supplemental Table 1 ). The size of these datasets is limited, but a power analysis (see Materials and Methods) suggested that the absence of any significant excess of somatic mutations in WA/TW mutable motifs in normal tissues likely reflects genuine biological properties of these samples.
We also compared the expression levels of the POLH gene (which encodes DNA pol ) in the various TCGA cohorts. Quartiles and extrema were calculated for each TCGA cohort selected in the study (Supplementary Figure 1) . The observed high variability in POLH gene expression suggests that the gene is highly expressed only in a subset of TCGA tumor cohorts (Supplementary Figure 1 ) which is consistent with previous studies 44 . Specifically, POLH seems to be highly expressed in skin cutaneous melanoma (SKCM), consistent with a substantial and significant excess of pol  mutational signatures in this cancer . Notably, subsets of colorectal and uterine cancer (COAD, UCEC), which have been previously reported to have no association with polymerase Pol  activity, exhibit reduced POLH gene expression 45, 46 .
Discussion
A study of mutational signatures left by mutagenic enzymes, and, specifically, by pol , can be augmented by investigating the expression profiles of the genes encoding for the enzymes in question 10, 47 . The TCGA atlas represents a comprehensive resource for the investigation of gene expression in the context of mutation datasets obtained from cohorts characterized by differing rates of somatic mutation. Observed heterogeneity in POLH gene expression within a comprehensive list of TCGA cohorts is consistent with previous reports suggesting that POLH activity is tissue-and tumor-specific 45 
.
Importantly, an elevated level of POLH expression was observed in tumor cohorts where pol -specific mutation signatures were detected. Conversely, a reduced level of POLH expression was observed in tumor cohorts where no pol -specific mutation signatures were detected.
The excess of pol  mutable motifs in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and GCB lymphomas that we detected in our work is consistent with the studies of Alexandrov et al. 39 where the pol  signature, Signature 9 , was detected in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and malignant B-cell lymphoma genomes.
This is a promising result bearing in mind that the mutable motif of pol  (WA/TW) is rather short and hence less informative as compared to the AID/APOBEC mutable motifs 27, 29 . In general, Signature 9 is ha a te ized a patte of utatio s that has ee idel att i uted to pol η, although a highe frequency of T:A > G:C transversions compared to T:A > C:G transitions, although such a pattern has not been observed in studies of pol η eithe in vitro or in vivo 27, 29 . Although decomposition into signatures is a very useful tool for interpreting mutagenic processes, this approach has certain limitations 27 . One of them is the heuristic nature of the associations between mutational signatures and molecular mechanisms of mutation. In fact, we can never be sure that a given mutational signature can be attributed solely and exclusively to one molecular mechanism -indeed, some endogenous or exogenous mutational mechanisms may have very similar or even identical signatures 27, 29 .
It should be stressed that important steps toward improving our understanding of the role of pol . Another potential function of pol  in cancer cells could be the error-free or error-prone bypass of various DNA lesions. It was suggested in a recent paper 53 that NPM1 (nucleophosmin)
egulates t a slesio DNA s thesis TL" ia a i te a tio ith the atal ti o e of pol η. NPM defi ie auses a TL" defe t due to the p oteaso al deg adatio of pol η. The p e ale t NPM1 mutation (c+) leading in one-third of AML patie ts to NPM islo alizatio esults i a loss of pol η, hi h a e plai h o sig ifi a t e ess of utatio i pol η otifs as fou d fo a ute eloid leuke ia Ta le . These esults hi t at the o ple it of egulatio of pol η i a er cells and provide a e pla atio of h pol η utatio al sig atu es a e fou d o l i so e a e t pes/su t pes.
It was suggested that, in both normal and cancer skin cells, a significantly increased frequency of UVB-induced transition mutations at YCG motifs could be explained by the participation of pol 
35
.
Taking into account the high frequency of mutations in TC dinucleotides, it is tempting to speculate that mutagenesis of YCG motifs is caused by the error-prone synthesis by pol  on methylated cytosine in TCG/CCG sequences (with or without neighboring photoproducts) (Figure 1) . Thus, the error-prone synthesis in YCG motif might be an additional mechanism of demethylation, by pol  misincorporating A instead of G in various types of cancer cell. The evidence for that comes from the observed negative correlation between the excess of somatic mutations associated with AID and pol  mutable motifs in various types of cancer ( Figure 2 ). However, this hypothesis requires further experimental validation and would require analysis of methylated templates using in vitro pol  mutagenesis systems. The analysis of mammalian model species and cell cultures might also provide the means to test this hypothesis.
Materials and Methods
Analysis of somatic mutations
DNA sequences surrounding the mutated nucleotide represent the mutation context. We compared the frequencies of known mutable motifs for somatic mutations with the frequencies of these motifs in the vicinity of the mutated nucleotides. Specifically, for each base substitution, the 120 bp sequence centered around the mutation was extracted (the DNA neighborhood). We used only the nucleotides immediately surrounding the mutations because DNA pol  is thought to scan a limited length of DNA to mutate nucleotides in a preferred motif 36, 54 . This approach does not exclude any given region of the genome in general, but rather uses the areas within each sample where mutagenesis has happened (taking into account the variability in mutation rates across the human genome), and then evaluates whether the mutagenesis in this sample was enriched for DNA pol  motifs 36, 54 . This approach was thoroughly tested and its high accuracy demonstrated 36 . The frequencies of mutable motifs in the locations of somatic mutations was compared to the frequencies of the same motifs in the DNA eigh o hood Figu e usi g Fishe s e a t test ta le, -tail test) as previously described 36, 54 (for details see Figure 3 ).
The exome sequencing data of somatic mutations in normal skin cells were obtained from 20 .
Somatic mutation data from the ICGC and TCGA cancer genome projects were extracted from the Sanger COSMIC Whole Genome Project v75 http://cancer-beta.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic. The tissues and cancer types were defined according to primary tumor site and cancer genome sequencing projects.
Somatic mutations in various normal tissues were from Yadav et al. 43 .
Power analysis of mutations in normal tissues
We compared the magnitude of the difference between the fraction of mutations observed in the mutable motif and the fraction of motifs in the surrounding region (effect size) for somatic mutations in normal tissues. For the purpose of this comparison (power analysis), we used a sampling procedure that was repeated 1,000 times. Each sample of all available somatic mutations from cancer cells (where a significant excess of somatic mutations in WA/TW motifs was observed, the last row in the Table 2 ) had a size equal to that for normal tissues (552 somatic mutations, the last row in the Supplementary Table 1 ). Analysis of the difference between the fractions showed that the difference for normal mutations was smaller for 99.1% of cancer samples. Thus, the observed effect size (Supplementary Table 1 ) is likely to reflect the biological properties of these samples and is unlikely to result from the small sample size, at least for somatic mutations from normal tissues. * Absence of significant excess of mutations in WA/TW (NS, no significant excess) suggests that there is no association between mutagenesis and WA/TW motifs.
Expression analysis of the POLH gene
